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Jim Olson, a world-renowned architect, designed the new JW Marriott Los Cabos Beach Resort & Spa 

with a provocative thought: an ambition to capture the richly colored blue found in the Sea of Cortez 

from every perspective. At the same time, he envisioned horizontally structured frames encompassing 

the beauty and warm desert hues, as well as textures found among the deserts of the Baja 

California Peninsula. Our doors to this location opened in the fall of 2015, at the exclusive residential 

master-planned development called Puerto Los Cabos. It is here that travelers have full access to one of 

the most sought-after golf courses in the world today, designed in a joint effort by both Greg Norman 

and Jack Nicklaus. Our guests will absolutely enjoy one of the most impeccable marinas worldwide, 

offering yachts, fishing, swimming with dolphins and so much more.

A CUTTING-EDGE RESORT



MAGIC IN LOS CABOS

Conveniently located only 25 minutes from the 

Los Cabos International Airport, we are perfectly 

situated in the heart of San Jose del Cabo. Guests 

will enjoy the traditional, authentic Mexican 

downtown area offering an abundance of things 

to do, including visiting the Mission Site, browsing 

an abundance of international art galleries, 

learning about the colonial history, enjoying the 

nightlife and wonderful boutique shops and, of 

course, tasting the world-famous culinary tourism 

specialized in Baja California fusions.

THE AQUARIUM  

OF THE WORLD

Through our Tamaral Adventure Desk, guests 

are afforded the opportunity to experience the 

only place in the world where six different types 

of whale species migrate to: the warmer waters 

found in the Sea of Cortez and Pacific Ocean. 

By the end of November, and all the way 

through April, whales trek up to 6,000 miles in 

their migration rituals in order to give birth to 

their offspring. Whale-watching tours are 

exhilarating during this particular time of year. 

In addition, guests always enjoy numerous 

additional activities and ecotourism 

experiences, such as ATVs, horseback riding, 

fishing, snorkeling and scuba diving, among 

many others.



LUXURY & COMFORT

Offering a variety of options for all of our distinguished guests, 

the 299 guest rooms sit atop the very best hideouts 

surrounded by natural beauty. Whether you’re relaxing on 

Kettal chairs from your terrace overlooking the Sea of Cortez, 

or resting in your spacious, impeccably designed guest room, 

your experience will be as unique as it comes. With wood 

textures and warm tones throughout, the architecture pays 

homage to the desert and sea.

DESIGN IN EVERY DETAIL

In these inspired surroundings, our guests are not only 

pampered throughout their stay, but fascinated by 

architectural details that astound them at each and every 

turn. From swimming pools that adhere to the most modern 

architectural designs to quaint waterfalls projecting out to 

the horizon line of the Sea of Cortez to the amazing wooden 

pergolas and tables with volcanic stove stones, our guests 

remain completely dazzled. Even the common areas reflect 

a warmth and sophisticated atmosphere unlike any other 

resort in Los Cabos today. We like to say that our guests are 

always “immersed in art.”



FRESH WATER  

& SALT WATER

Relax or swim in a variety of infinity  

pools found around the property. Amenities  

such as pool decks, private cabanas, sea water 

pools and plush lounge chairs are offered for  

a one-of-a-kind experience.

FAMILY FUN

Enjoyment for families was conceived at the 

very outset when we designed our resort. At our 

Nayaa-Kot Kids & Teens Club, children of all 

ages find entertaining and enriching activities, 

such as outdoor storytelling evenings at the 

amazing Sum-San Amphitheater. Our aim is 

to provide parents a safe and comfortable 

environment that allows them some free time, 

knowing that their children are always in safe 

hands and supervised by certified specialists, 

making a perfect family holiday retreat.



HEALTH & WELLNESS

At JW Marriott, we’ve considered the important evolution  

in today’s hospitality, health and wellness industries. Guests  

at our resort are offered a wide variety of enriching activities  

in our private garden area, featuring the latest trends of 

well-being programs in our state-of-the-art Mimah Fitness 

Center, which showcases high-performance equipment with  

a personal trainer. In addition, we have designed an artificial 

grass court for tennis lovers.

MILLENARY RITUALS

Guests can immerse themselves in a pre-Hispanic  

Mexican atmosphere inspired by healing herbs and organic 

ingredients, amid a harmonious relaxation lounge. Our Jasha 

Spa & Salon offers pools, saunas, jacuzzis, a beauty salon, 

double treatment suites and the ancient Temazcal ritual  

that connects guests with their inner selves. For parents  

who would like to indulge themselves at our spa for some 

quiet time, we offer the Nayaa-Kot Kids & Teens Club option 

(see above).



FLAVORS TO DELIGHT YOUR SENSES

Nak Grill & Bar

Our “Beach Steak and Seafood Grill” 

restaurant is the talk of the town. By  

day it offers a convenient menu for casual, 

poolside snacks and tropical drinks, so you 

can enjoy lunch without leaving the sun.  

At night we provide guests the “Catch of 

the Day,” chosen by our expert grilling 

team. Our steaks and seafood are 

accompanied by unique ingredients that 

combine for a thrilling dining experience 

under the stars, all within a relaxed 

atmosphere.

Kaha Bar

Located at the adults-exclusive infinity 

pool, the Kaha Bar allows you to cool off 

with our innovative variety of cocktails  

and snacks as you relax.

Café des Artistes Los Cabos

An exclusive restaurant where renowned  

chef Thierry Blouet created a constantly 

evolving menu using the most refined 

Mexican flavors blended with French 

techniques. The dining experience will 

honor the fusion of local flavors and 

international cuisine art, delighting  

the most discerning palates seeking 

authentic and avant-garde creations  

that will tempt the taste buds. A carefully 

selected wine cellar includes the best  

of Baja California wines.

P’yote Roof Bar

Thierry Blouet has done it again with  

his enticing and innovative mixology roof 

bar. The refined contemporary approach, 

located on the upper terrace of the Café des 

Artistes Los Cabos, invites guests to sip on 

exotic drinks like “Mezcalinis,” prepared 

with mezcal, considered to be the mythical 

drink of the gods in ancient Mexico.

Auka Deli Coffee

Either for grab-and-go or to enjoy in  

this artfully designed coffee shop, you can 

find a selection of coffee drinks and teas, 

and a light menu of pastries, ice cream, 

baguettes and sandwiches.

Uá Culinary Artisans

Translated as “home” in Cochimí, this 

namesake restaurant is the focal point of 

the JW Marriott Los Cabos Beach Resort 

& Spa. With spectacular views of the Sea 

of Cortez, which guests enjoy in an 

impeccable environment, Uá Culinary 

Artisans presents a carefully selected 

menu of internationally appealing 

culinary experiences. Buffets are offered 

for breakfast or lunch, along with an à la 

carte dinner, with food that is always 

fresh and organic sourced from an array 

of local Baja ingredients.

CELEBRATE IN  

LOS CABOS

Ideal for gatherings of any size, we are 

extremely well-prepared to craft inspired 

experiences for weddings, social gatherings, 

corporate groups, incentive programs and 

banquets. With a convention space that can 

host up to an astonishing 800 people, our 

team is able to cater each and every type of 

event, from an intimate gathering in our Kepe 

Gazebo to something much bigger. In fact, 

we also coordinate and plan the entire event 

internally with our guests, offering them a 

distinct menu selection, flowers and music,  

with the entire area surrounded by gardens 

and Sea of Cortez views.



A MASTERPIECE  

IN 27 HOLES

The premier golf course in Los Cabos sits at  

your doorstep at the JW Marriott Los Cabos 

Beach Resort & Spa. Designed collectively by two 

of the greatest minds in the game — Jack Nicklaus 

and Greg Norman — this exclusive 27-hole golf 

course in Puerto Los Cabos is one of the most 

majestic yet challenging courses in Mexico. With 

incredible views of the Sea of Cortez, there is 

nothing else like it in the world.

LUXURY & EXCLUSIVITY

An enriching concept grounded in international 

style, Casa Maat at JW Marriott Los Cabos is a 

boutique hotel within our resort that provides a 

deeper level of luxury and hospitality. Equipped 

with a lounge bar with fireplace, superior deluxe 

rooms, exclusive infinity pool with private 

cabanas by the day, along with other unique 

amenities, Casa Maat will make guests feel 

truly privileged throughout their stay. The 

overall experience begins with breakfast and 

continues with different treats, hors d’oeuvres 

and a selection of the finest wines found around 

the world.
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